UNIFORM POLICY
The uniform is mandatory here at St. Joseph’s. As with all protocol, the uniform policy has been developed with the
input of teachers, students, parents and administration. Keeping the uniform guidelines in place is everyone’s
responsibility.
By choosing to attend St. Joseph’s, you have chosen our uniform and are expected to follow its restrictions, and enjoy
its choices. Please keep your uniform clean, and wear it with pride.
All students must wear the school uniform properly every school day. Ripped, torn, patched/frayed or ill- fitting
clothing is not acceptable at St. Joseph’s Catholic High School. The uniform must be worn during classes, detentions,
lunch, assemblies, liturgies, field trips, and any other designated times, unless otherwise approved by the Principal.
Students who are not in proper uniform should expect to be denied entry to classes. They will be sent to the office and
the parent/guardian will be contacted to bring proper uniform items. Repeated violations will result in progressive
disciplinary measures.

Unacceptable Attire
Outer wear is NOT permitted in the classrooms, hallways or the cafeteria.
Bandanas, chain belts, chain link, spiked collars and related items are banned from St. Joe’s at ALL times.
Hats and other forms of head wear are NOT to be worn within the school
Flip Flops are not approved footwear.
All other accessories are to be worn in the spirit of the uniform policy.

Guidelines for Civvies Days
Civvies days, which are granted periodically, allow students to dress out of school uniform within the following
guidelines:
No logos or messages promoting lifestyle choices contrary to Catholic values.
No tank tops or spaghetti strapped tops.
No midriff baring tops.
Skirt/dress/shorts length no more than 2 inches above the knee.
Please note that the final discretion rests with school administration.

Physical Education And Spirit Wear
Physical Education uniforms are mandatory in all Physical Education classes.
T-Shirt $10
Dryfit Shirt (Black) $20 Unisex
Shorts $15.00
Optional spirit wear is available and can also be worn in Physical Education classes.
Track Pants $30.00(black)/$40.00(grey) Hoodie
$45.00 (grey)
Zip-Up Hoodie $35.00 (black or maroon) Long
Sleeve T $20.00 (black or maroon) Short Sleeve
“Forever Maroon” T-Shirt $15.00 Girls Yoga Pant
$35.00 (black)
Spirit wear makes for great birthday and Christmas gifts and is perfect for Spirit days. All items are payable in cash
only. Please note that prices are subject to change.

Ordering/Purchasing
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ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VIOLATION (UNACCEPTABLE)

Blouse/Dress Shirt

St. Joseph’s school uniform logo only
(McCarthy’s/ DGN-Kilters issue) tucked
or untucked
only plain white t-shirts are permitted
underneath

no pinning of shirt in the back to create a formfitting look by way of safety pin, paperclip, elastic
etc.
no non logo shirts
having more than two buttons open
having any “under” wear visible (eg: tank tops,
camisoles etc.)
any under/t-shirt which is not exclusively white:
this includes white shirts which have other coloured
graphics on them

Golf Shirt

McCarthy’s/ DGN-Kilters issue
available in white or navy
may remain untucked
no graphics or coloured clothing allowed
underneath the shirt – white only

pinning of shirt in the back to create a formfitting look by way of safety pin, paperclip,
elastic
having any “under” wear visible (eg: tank tops,
camisoles etc.)

Zipwear Polo
Cardigan Vest
Cardigan V-Neck Sweater
Cardigan sweater (zip)
Cardigan fleece (zip)

a plain white shirt or a McCarthy/ DGN-Kilters
uniform shirt must be worn under all specialty
items
no graphics or coloured clothing allowed
underneath specialty items

no pinning of shirt in the back to create a formfitting look by way of safety pin, paperclip, elastic
etc.
no team rugby shirts
rugby shirts phased out June 2012 grey
sweaters phased out June 2012

Pants as per McCarthy’s/
DGN-Kilters standard
(style, cut and fit)
Capri Pants McCarthy’s
only

McCarthy/ DGN-Kilters issue with logo only
must fit the student well, either being too
baggy, nor too tight
will be worn at the waist
pants must be NAVY
capri pants with SJ logo McCarthy’s/ DGNKilters only

no yoga pants/athletic pants no
jeans (stretch or otherwise) no
cargo pants
no other capri pants allowed

Shorts

McCarthy/ DGN-Kilters issue with logo only
must be worn at waist level and at knee
plain NAVY dress shorts

cargo style shorts
cut offs
gym shorts
pants which have been rolled up in an effort to
look like shorts
length must be just above knee

Shoes

Safe footwear that is in the spirit of the
uniform

no flip flops, beach wear, flimsy sandals
running shoes only in tech classes

Socks/Tights

Solid black or navy blue only

no dance tights which are footless no
leg warmers

Accessories

must be tasteful and in keeping with the spirit of
the uniform

anything which is incongruous (out of place)
when paired with the uniform
no belts worn over shirts

Outerwear (hats, coats,
scarves, mittens)

it is expected that these items will be
removed immediately upon the students’
arrival to school
these items must be left in the locker

